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# true H0 #FP #TN m0











































































































































form	B	bootstrap	versions			      .














H0 true a*m0 m0-(a*m0) m0





•	 AUCdif = AUCest - AUCtrue



















































































mean true ROC + 95% CI






















































α ∗ pˆi0 ∗m∑m
i=1(pi ≤ α)
=
α ∗ mˆ0
S
(1)
1
•	 This	is	equivalent	with	comparing	p-values	of	peaks	with	an	
a-threshold.	Under	RFT,	p-values	for	peaks	can	be	obtained.
•	 Under	H
0
:	RFT	p-values	are	uniformly	distributed.
•	 Results	of	testing	H
0
	for	peaks	can	be	summarized	as	follows:
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